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INTRODUCTION

Measles outbreaks continue to affect people in the world1. In recent years, cases of outbreaks and sporadic events have been reported in Iran2. In the Iranian national surveillance system for communicable diseases, measles is a notifiable disease that must be reported as a clinical case when health care providers suspect it in a patient. Once reported, the surveillance process starts to work3. Suspected cases of measles is defined as individuals who have clinical findings including fever, generalized maculopapular rash and either a cough, coryza, or conjunctivitis. Such cases are reported to upper levels of the surveillance system on a daily bases4.
Timely response to emerging diseases and outbreaks are a major public health and health systems priority. Due to limitations of traditional surveillance systems, especially in case of considering only confirmed cases of diseases, syndromic surveillance system has been implemented. The most important feature of such systems is near real time detection of outbreaks. Generally, outbreak detection methods are under the umbrella of temporal and spatial methods as main tools for syndromic surveillance systems. One of the most recognized methods/algorithms used by syndromic surveillance systems to detect outbreaks or any change in the disease trend is the Exponentially Weighted Moving Average (EWMA). EWMA algorithm is a statistical process control chart that effectively detects small and persistent changes of the disease trend. However, there is no single algorithm like EWMA with constant parameter that can cover a wide range of outbreaks under different circumstances and settings.

There are three different approaches, which might be used by syndromic surveillance systems to examine the performances of outbreak detection algorithms including real data testing, synthetic simulation and semi-synthetic simulation. Evaluating the performance of outbreak detection methods, using real data testing provide the highest degree of validity.

Consider both the strengths of this approach and the necessity of evaluation outbreak detection methods at different situations, this study was undertaken to determine the performance of the EWMA algorithm in real time detection of a local outbreak in the city of Mashhad, Iran, using the real data testing evaluation approach.

**Methods**

*Data source for applying outbreak detection methods*

Daily counts of suspected cases of measles in Mashhad City, eastern Iran including 56 cases reported to upper levels of the national surveillance system from 29 June to 4 August 2010 was considered as a prediagnostic data source. For timely detection of the Mashhad outbreak, we applied the outbreak detection method on this data source. The corresponding time series is shown in Figure 1.
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**Figure1:** Lines plot of daily counts of suspected cases of measles and corresponding moving averages (3 Days) in Mashhad from 29 June to 4 August 2010.

Data on the occurrence of a local outbreak in Mashhad including daily counts of confirmed cases of measles from 6 July to 28 July 2010 were obtained from provincial authorities of measles’s surveillance system. During the outbreak days, 24 confirmed cases of measles were reported to the national surveillance system.

**Outbreak detection method**

The EWMA was used for detection of Mashhad outbreak. The EWMA monitors the trend of daily counts of suspected cases of measles. EWMA statistics is defined by the following recursive equation (1):

\[
\text{EWMA}_t = \lambda Y_t + (1 - \lambda) \text{EWMA}_{t-1} (1)
\]

Where, \( Y_t \) equals number of suspected cases of measles in day \( t \), \( \lambda \) is the weighting parameter that has been considered as 0.3 and 0.6 for EWMA\(_1\) and EWMA\(_2\), respectively. These weighting parameters have been estimated by authors using a fine-tuning approach and running a variety of the parameter, which ranges 0.1 to 0.9, and EWMA\(_{t-1}\) is an estimated statistics at time \( t-1 \) i.e. one day before day \( t \).

After calculating the EWMA\(_t\) statistics, if its value is greater than the threshold level, the EWMA algorithm signals and warns the probable occurrence of an outbreak. Upper limit control or the threshold level of this statistics is calculated using the following equation (2):
Upper Control Limit=EWMA$_{0}$ + $k \times \sigma_{\text{EWMA}}(2)$

Where, EWMA$_{0}$ is the mean of historical data at non outbreak times, the corresponding value according to non outbreak days is 1.5 cases and depicted as horizontal line in Figure 2 and 3, $k$ is a constant parameter and considered as 2 in this work, and $\sigma_{\text{EWMA}}$ is standard deviations of the estimated statistics of EWMA at times $t$ to $t_n$.
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*The horizontal and red line shows the threshold level of EWMA algorithm which has been determined according to non outbreak days during 2010 in Mashhad.

**Figure 2**: Time series plot for estimated statistics of EWMA$_{1}$ versus the time series of the gold standard in Mashhad from 6 July to 28 July 2010.

By considering the consequences of applying outbreak detection methods to the raw and syndromic data without removing the explainable patterns i.e. inability of the surveillance system’s timely detection and response to the alarms, we preprocessed daily counts of suspected cases of measles using moving averages (3 days) and applied the EWMA algorithms on such smoothed data.

**Evaluation approach for outbreak detection algorithm**

Real data testing has been approached. We measured the performances of the EWMA algorithms for the timely detection of the Mashhad outbreak using correlation analysis approach. Therefore, in this approach, we plotted the estimated time series statistics of suspected cases of measles (EWMA$_{1}$ and EWMA$_{2}$) alongside the time series of the gold standard, which had face validity and reflected actual outbreak activity. According to correlation analysis approach, if the time series for the estimated statistics of EWMA$_{1}$ exceeds the reference line or threshold level (Horizontal red line in related figures equals to 1.5 cases), an alarm is triggered. In other words, EWMA algorithm detects the interested outbreak once it exceeds the corresponding reference line. In addition, we used cross correlation function to find the time lag at which the correlation between the two time series (both EWMA$_{1}$ and EWMA$_{2}$ in relation to gold standard) is maximized as well as the strength of the correlation. High correlation values between two the time series indicates good performance of the algorithm. We used Stata version 10 for data analysis.

**Results**

The line trend and corresponding smoothed graph of suspected cases of measles in Mashhad, reported to the national surveillance system between 29 June, and 4 August 2010, has been shown in Figure 1, using moving averages (3 Days). The mean and standard deviation of daily counts of suspected cases of measles during the mentioned period were 1.51±1.59. Figure 1 shows the increasing trend of suspected cases of measles at the beginning of the outbreak (6 July 2010). This trend declined once the outbreak ended on 28 July 2010 (Figure 1).

The lines trend regarding the estimated statistics of EWMA$_{1}$ algorithm after applying suspected cases of measles (weighing parameter=0.3) has been depicted in Figure 2. This
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figure shows the time series of EWMA$_1$ versus the gold standard. This comparison exposes the weak performance of EWMA$_1$ concerning detecting the Mashhad outbreak in a timely manner. Our analysis reveals a seven-day lag in the prediction of outbreak using the EWMA$_1$ algorithm. In other words, there is about seven days lag between the start time of Mashhad outbreak (6 July 2010) and the time (13 July 2010) when the EWMA$_1$ algorithm exceeds the reference line.

We have found that applying EWMA$_2$ algorithm with a weighting parameter of 0.6 is superior in detecting the outbreak in a timely manner compared to the EWMA$_1$ output. The time series of EWMA$_2$ versus the gold standard have been shown in Figure 3 which indicates two days lag between the start time of Mashhad outbreak (6 July 2010) and the time (8 July 2010) when this algorithm exceeds the reference line. Consider to the start time of the interested outbreak i.e. 6 July 2010 and the 1st time while EWMA$_1$ and EWMA$_2$ statistics (which has been showed by dark blue color in Figure 2 and 3) exceeds the reference line (Red line in figure 2 and 3), we found different performance between EWMA$_1$ and EWMA$_2$ algorithms.

Figure 4 shows the cross correlation function of the time series of EWMA$_1$ and EWMA$_2$ in relation to the time series of the gold standard. The time series of EWMA$_1$ like EWMA$_2$ did not correlate well with the time series of the gold standard and precede Mashhad outbreak with delays. Peak correlation value for EWMA$_2$ was 0.60 at lag 2. The corresponding value for minimum correlation using cross correlation was 0.03 at lag 5.
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a. Cross correlation function of the EWMA$_1$ algorithm

b. Cross correlation function of the EWMA$_2$ algorithm

**Figure 4:** Cross correlation functions of the time series of EWMA$_1$ (a) and EWMA$_2$ (b) in relation to the time series of the gold standard.

**Discussion**

Evaluating the performance of the outbreak detection methods using real data testing in this study assured its validity. This work indicated the weak performance of the EWMA algorithms in detecting a real outbreak. There are few published studies in literature, which evaluated the efficacy of such algorithms using real data testing approach$^{4,6}$. However, comparing the results of the present study is not confirmed by previously published studies because of main differences including outbreak type, outbreak size and applied data source. For better clarification, we will discuss on the results of some previous studies before discussing the controversial issues surrounding these calculations.

Data on electrolyte sales, used by Hogan and colleague$^{13}$ for early detection of respiratory and diarrheal outbreaks during 1988 and 2001, found 90% correlation between electrolyte sales and hospital diagnoses. In addition, they
found that electrolyte sales detected outbreaks on average 2.4 weeks earlier than data on hospital diagnoses. As we have mentioned above, because of different characteristics of the data in this research and our work, the peak correlation values are not same or close. Results of a retrospective study, which aimed to predict respiratory and gastrointestinal outbreaks from chief complaints, indicated the efficacy of EWMA algorithm\textsuperscript{14}. In another study\textsuperscript{15}, authors found good performance of the EWMA method in predicting the start and end of seasonal influenza in America.

Findings from similar studies\textsuperscript{16-17}, which implemented other evaluation approaches like synthetic and semi-synthetic simulation to determine the performance of EWMA algorithm in detecting simulated outbreaks, correspond with the above-mentioned studies. However, because of its different methodological approaches, it should not be compared with the results of the present study.

It seems that in addition to the role of characteristics of Mashhad outbreak and use of suspected case of measles as clinical data source in this study, there are two main reasons for convincing our findings. First, measles in Mashhad has had a low incidence rate. The second reason was originated from implementing elimination phase of measles disease in Iran and great interest of health system to detect any change in disease trend. For example, measles outbreaks have been defined as occurrence of four or more confirmed cases of measles\textsuperscript{3}. Moreover, EWMA algorithm like other outbreak detection methods has its own strengths and limitations in different situations. According to the ideas of most researchers\textsuperscript{8,10}, there is no single algorithm that can cover a wide range of outbreaks under different circumstances. Although, we preprocessed daily counts of suspected cases of measles using a moving average to considering the normality assumption, one of the reasons for poor performance of EWMA algorithms might be due to violation of the algorithm assumption.

The limitations of real data testing evaluation approach including the uncertainty about the size and start date of outbreaks and the inability to measure the performance of EWMA at different circumstances are evident in this study.

**Conclusion**

We conclude that applying the EWMA algorithms, as an outbreak detection method at local levels is not suggested because of low incidence rate of measles and occurrence of small outbreaks. However, EWMA capabilities should be examined in detecting other outbreaks at different circumstances.
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